EBBY T.
The Man Who Carried The Message To Bill W.
Ebby had carried the message of the Oxford Group to Bill with great care and
dedication---that recovery from alcoholism was possible using spiritual principles,
but only if it was combined with practical actions. Bill Wilson never took another
drink, and left Towns Hospital to dedicate the rest of his life to carrying the
message to other alcoholics.
Ebby, however, took a different path, one that caused him to have a series of
relapses. The man whom Bill Wilson called his sponsor could not stay sober himself,
and became an embarrassment. There were periods of sobriety, some long, some
short, but eventually Ebby would, "fall off the wagon," as he called it.
More revealingly, Ebby referred to his periods of sobriety as, "being on the
wagon." For an AA to regularly use this sort of language is an indication that the
commitment to sobriety is temporary in nature. If there is an "on the wagon" then
there is an "off the wagon" too. And that was the on/off cycle of Ebby's drinking.
Ebby was born on April 29, 1896, into a prominent and well-to-do family in Albany,
New York, with roots going back before the American Revolution. His grandfather
started a railroad wheel manufacturing business in 1852 and became the main
supplier of wheels for the New York Central Railroad, as well as Mayor of Albany
Two other members of Ebby's family were also mayors of Albany, including his
older brother, "Jack."
Ebby's full name was Edwin Throckmorton Thacher and he can be said to have
arrived in the world with "a silver spoon in his mouth." It is possible that because
of his upper-class origins, with servants waiting on him and the respect brought by
his family name, Ebby developed the attitude that life should always be easy for
him. He was 'entitled', it seems.
Lois Wilson shared her insights into Ebby in her biography, Lois Remembers, and
stated that while Bill wanted sobriety with his whole soul, Ebby appeared to want
just enough sobriety to stay out of trouble. In addition, Lois said, "Beyond that
crucial visit with Bill, Ebby seemed to do very little about helping others. He never
appeared really a member of AA. After his first slip, many harmful thoughts
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seemed to take possession of him. He appeared jealous of Bill and critical, even
when sober, of both the Oxford Group and AA." Lois felt that it was important
that AA's know why Ebby was not considered the founder of AA. Ebby carried the
message to Bill, but he never followed it up with the years of devoted action
needed to develop the AA program.
Despite his failure to follow through after his vital visit with Bill, Ebby still seemed
to feel he was not recognized adequately for his contribution to the start of AA.
His employer for many years in Texas said that Ebby, "kind of thought the world
owed him a living, to a certain extent. He thought he never got the recognition that
he should. That was stuck in his craw for years."
Another AA who had known Ebby in Texas said that, "Ebby held a deep resentment
for Bill, Dr. Bob, and others, because he felt he was more the founder of what was
to become AA than anyone else". In the author's opinion, this resentment may be
the reason for his repeated "slips" in the program.
Ebby also had the idea that he needed the right woman and an ideal job in order to
stay sober. The implication is that if he didn't have the perfect woman and the
perfect job, he couldn't stay sober. And he didn't stay sober. AA members know
that sobriety has to be sought without any conditions, that we have to be "willing
to go to any length to get it" and that "half measures availed us nothing."
Ebby drifted in and out of sobriety, and in and out of AA, with many AA members
trying to help him regain a more stable sobriety. The person who was ultimately
successful was Searcy W., who had established a hospital for alcoholics in Texas.
Early in 1953, Searcy had asked Bill what he would like to see happen in AA, and Bill
said, "I would like for Ebby to have a chance to sober up in your clinic." Several
months later, it came to pass, and after a short slip in 1954, Ebby remained sober
for seven years.
In 1961, Ebby's girlfriend died and the next day Ebby got drunk. He apparently
still believed that his sobriety was conditional on having the right woman, and now
she was gone.
Ebby eventually came to Margaret and Micky McPike's farm outside Ballston Spa,
New York, in May, 1964 and it was under their loving care that he finished the final
two years of his life, dying sober on March 21, 1966. While at McPike's farm, he
never even attempted to get something to drink although he never attended any
AA meetings. Still, AA visitors were frequent and AA principles were in constant
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evidence, permeating the entire atmosphere at McPike's. Dr. Bob said that the AA
program boiled down to love and service and that was the essence of Margaret and
Micky McPike, who helped more than four thousand persons to recover from
alcoholism. Ebby was one of them.
All of his life, Ebby was overshadowed by the recognition and success of his father
and grandfather and in his own generation, by the accomplishments and respect
given to his older brothers. This may have developed in him a sense of "never good
enough" so familiar to alcoholics. It is also likely that his privileged childhood
accentuated the sense of self-importance and self-focus that the AA program
requires us to deflate at depth.
If Ebby had been recognized as the founder of the AA program, it would have
given him respect and recognition far surpassing anyone in his family. After Bill
received the message of recovery from Ebby, he devoted the rest of his life to
helping other alcoholics. If Ebby had been willing and able to take similar actions of
love and service, he would have been a co-founder with Bill Wilson. But he would
not, or could not, do the day-to-day work with others needed to bring AA into a
concrete reality.
Rather than realistically looking at his own shortcomings in establishing AA, Ebby
wallowed in resentments, the greatest obstacle to sobriety and the number one
killer of alcoholics. Perhaps Bill was thinking of the example of his sponsor, Ebby,
when he wrote the many strong statements in the Big Book condemning
resentments. For whatever the reasons, Ebby never seemed to give himself
completely to the simple program of Alcoholics Anonymous.
Despite many slips, Ebby always came back. He ran the race; he kept the faith and
died sober. Ebby deserves to be honored for carrying the message of spiritual
recovery to Bill and for acting as his sponsor. Whatever his problems may have
been with sobriety, Bill was always grateful to Ebby and so should all AA's.
Bill said, in "The Language of the Heart", "Ebby had been enabled to bring me the
gift of grace because he could reach me at depth through the language of the
heart. He had pushed ajar that great gate through which all in AA have since
passed to find their freedom under God."
(Much of the above material is synthesized from Ebby's biography by Mel B., Ebby-The Man Who Sponsored Bill
W., published by Hazelden. Other material was taken from sections of Conference approved books.)
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